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Abstract
Developers must understand a software component or piece of code before they
can reuse it. Software visualisation has the potential to assist this understanding by visualising the internal structure and behaviour of components. However
it is difficult to create visualisations. We create visualisations by test driving
reusable components, and store the output in a formal, transportable, and filterable program trace format. Using our intermediary program trace formats,
static and dynamic information of a component can be transformed into useful
visualisations either at real time or in the future for developers to understand.
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Introduction

To reuse a component (an existing piece of code or a component of a program), a developer
must first understand what a component does, how it works, and how it can be reused. One
way to understand how to reuse a component is to read the documentation. Another is
to create visualisations of the static and dynamic behaviour of a component to enhance a
developer’s understanding of the internal structure and behaviour of a component.
To visualise the behaviour of a software component, certain information needs to be
extracted from it. Extracting information from an executing component and gathering it
in a program trace or execution trace format is difficult. One method for deriving this
information is to “spy” on applications as they execute. We do this by using debuggers or
modified execution environments [10, 20], so we can generate static and dynamic information
such as class descriptions, method calls, method returns, field accesses, and field modifications
as the component runs.
Previous work [13, 14] identified that we needed a representation or format of the information produced from test driving, known as a program trace or execution trace. In this paper
we examine two formal, transportable, and filterable program trace languages that we have
developed the Process Abstraction Language (PAL), and the Component Trace Language
(CTL). We also show the use of the program trace languages in our visualisation tools to
create visualisations of reusable components either at real time or in the future for developers
to understand.
Our paper is organised as follows. In section 2, we state our motivation for program trace
languages. In section 3 and 4 we describe our program trace languages. In section 5 we
discuss the merits of the program trace language formats and show some of the visualisations
that we have created using our program trace languages. In section 6 we address related
work, and summarise the paper in section 7.
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Visualisation Architecture for REuse (VARE)

We have created the Visualisation Architecture for REuse (VARE) [13], which is used for
web-based visualisation of remotely executing object-oriented software. VARE is based on
the Program Mapping Visualisation (PMV) conceptual model for describing program visualisation systems [26, 24], see figure 1. The program component collects information about
a program being analysed. The mapping layer then translates this information to a format
that is useful for the visualisation component. The visualisation component displays visual
representations of the program.
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Figure 1: The PMV Model.
VARE is a client-server architecture, see figure 2. The server contains repositories and
processes. With the client, the user manages the activities associated with creating and viewing a visualisation. The component repository interface lets the user select a component from
the repository to create a component set. Once this is created, the user can select an engine

type from the engine repository to control the test driving of these components. Test driving
is defined as “specifying a sequence of method invocation and field access/modifications and
then executing the sequence on a component” [10]. The engine component corresponds to
the program component in the PMV model.
The engine generates a program or test drive trace as output, which is stored in the
test drive report repository. A program trace contains all information required to describe
a program execution such as the order of object creation, method invocations, field accesses
and field modifications. It is then used as input to a transformer, which corresponds to the
mapping component in the PMV model. The transformer repository interface lets the user
select the transformer to use and the program trace to use with it. The transformer then
transforms the program trace into an appropriate visualisation.
The finished visualisation is stored in the visualisation repository. The visualisations
contain a description of the components they are associated with, the user who created them,
and notes that help the understanding of the visualisation. The visualisation interface lets a
user choose a particular visualisation and control its presentation.
Mehner [17] claims that a non-proprietary intermediary schema is needed for describing
program traces. We have created two sets of requirements for program trace languages [12].
One is for the types of information that could be visualised, and the second for the output
of an engine which is used as input to a transformer.

2.1

Information to be Visualised

Our first set of requirements focuses on three different types of information: what a component
does, how a component works, and how a component can be reused.
It is important to understand what a component does by treating it as a black-box,
looking at external side-effects and the results that occur as a result of interacting with the
public interface. By understanding what a component does we may see if the component can
be reused in a new context.
Understanding how a component works by looking at the internals of a component, treating it as a white-box, is useful for visualising because it may open up opportunities for modifying the components behaviour to what is required by replacing sub-components, extending
components or overloading methods.
Understanding how a component can be reused or modified in a context that it may not
have been designed for is important to developers. Visualisations of the uses of a component
through its public interface may help show how the component can be reused.
Some software visualisation systems have their visualisation tool built directly into the
information gathering tool. In VARE we have separated the engine from the transformer.
Having the engine and the transformer separate allows different visualisation tools to use
the same program trace to create different visualisations, while a single visualisation tool
can make use of many program traces from multiple engine tools. Making the separation
means that the program traces must be transported from the engine to the transformer in a
platform-independent and accepted format.

2.2

Program Trace Format

Our second set of requirements for a program trace format is that it has a formal specification,
transportable over the Internet, and filterable, so that information can be extracted and
specific details can be retrieved. It must also be storable, re-playable, and support live
streaming to visualisation tools. Finally the program trace format must be programminglanguage independent, platform-independent, and scalable to large components and long
visualisations. We have decided on exploring XML to encode these program traces.
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Figure 2: The VARE architecture is based on a client/server model, with the server being split into repositories and processes. Dashed lines represent test drive or visualisation
input/output, while solid lines represent control, queries or responses.

The XML specification [33] was primarily developed to make it easier to exchange information in an open and understandable way, with communication technology such as the
Internet in mind. The Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) [32] can be used for remote
method invocation. The following design goals given in the XML specification are the most
relevant reasons for considering the use of XML to represent program traces:
• That the design of an XML document should be formal and concise. Program traces
should be designed in a formal way.
• That XML documents should be straightforwardly usable over the Internet. Program
traces should be transportable over the Internet.
• That it should be easy to write programs which process XML documents. A program
trace should be filterable by visualisation tools and XML parsers such as SAX [16] and
DOM [30].
This paper focuses on the intermediary program trace format from an engine to a transformer in VARE. The next two sections describe our experiences with our two XML based
program trace languages: the Process Abstraction Language (PAL) and Component Trace
Language (CTL). Both languages have features for representing both static and dynamic
information.
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Process Abstraction Language (PAL)

PAL [13, 14] is an XML specification for object models and is designed for streaming information to visualisation tools to generate useful visualisations. PAL describes object-oriented
programs and has been used for representing information that can be extracted from the
execution of C++ and Java programs by using debugging technologies.
PAL has elements for describing classes, super-classes, methods, and fields. PAL also
describes the dynamic behaviour of programs, including objects, run-time representations of
classes, method calls with their arguments and return values, and different threads of control.
A PAL session begins with an XML pal root element. The pal element always has a
version number, and the value of it is required to be the correct value by the DTD of that
version. A PAL session also has an identifier and may have a session name to distinguish
itself from other PAL sessions. All execution information is contained within the pal element.
Once it is finished, the end tag is output and the session has ended. The following sections
describe the static and dynamic information of a PAL session.

3.1

Static Information

Immediately after the start of a PAL session, a list of available types from a program can
be given. The type collection element, see figure 3, contains a brief list of type specifications about each type in a program, informing the client of types that it may request more
information about during the course of a session. Each type is labeled with a classification
category that says what sort of type it is, and has a unique identifier.
The information contained in a type element is that of super classes, methods, and fields.
Figure 4 shows a definition of a class called SimpleClass which inherits EvenSimplerClass,
as defined in the type collection element. Information about EvenSimplerClass could also
be requested if required. SimpleClass contains a constructor, set() and get() method, and a
field.

<typecollection>
<typespec classification="generic" idref="t9"
name="int"/>
<typespec classification="class" idref="t1"
name="EvenSimplerClass">
<context contextname="sourcefile"
contextvalue="tp6.cc"/>
</typespec>
<typespec classification="class" idref="t2"
name="SimpleClass">
<context contextname="sourcefile"
contextvalue="tp6.cc"/>
</typespec>
</typecollection>
Figure 3: PAL typecollection element.

3.2

Dynamic Information

Dynamic information is collected in an execution element, which may have an identifier to
allow different executions to be distinguished. The execution identifier can be generated from
the session identifier. Some dynamic elements that can be generated are the event, new class
instance, delete class instance, method call, and method return elements. An event element
must contain an element inside to represent specific information about the event.
When a new object is instantiated, a new class instance event is generated. The new class
instance element describes both a unique identifier that will be used for referencing this class
in the future, and a type reference to define what class the object is an instance of. When
an object is deleted, a delete class instance event is reported.
Once a class has been instantiated, methods can be called on it. We show these as event
elements with method call elements inside them. The method call element attributes can
provide:
• method call id: A unique identifier.
• method id reference: A reference to the identifier of the method being called, as described within the type element of the associated class.
• class instance id reference: A reference to the class instance that the method is called
on which may be absent if the method is static.
• thread number: An identifier referring to the thread. All method calls with the same
thread identifier are being called within the same thread of the program execution.
• caller position reference: An identifier representing the position in the program that
the method was called from, within the calling method. Two method calls that cite
the same caller position reference have been called from the same static location in the
program code.
• caller class instance id reference, caller method call id reference, caller method id reference: Identifiers referring to the dynamic event that caused this method to be invoked,
if any. An identifier is provided for both the class instance, and the method invocation
identifier. A third attribute is available to reference the static identifier of the method

<type name="SimpleClass" typeid="t2">
<context contextname="sourcefile"
contextvalue="tp6.cc"/>
<classdata>
<superclasses>
<superclass access="public">
<typeref typeidref="t1"/>
</superclass>
</superclasses>
<methods>
<method access="public" methodid="f23"
name="SimpleClass">
<modifier name="constructor"/>
</method>
<method access="public" methodid="f25" name="setA">
<typeref>
<modifier name="pointer"/>
</typeref>
<argument argumentid="a24">
<typeref typeidref="t9"/>
</argument>
</method>
<method access="public" methodid="f27" name="getA">
<typeref typeidref="t9"/>
</method>
</methods>
<variables>
<variable access="private" name="_a" variableid="v17">
<typeref typeidref="t9"/>
</variable>
</variables>
</classdata>
</type>
Figure 4: PAL type element.

itself. This is so it is still possible to have some information about the caller, even if
the calling of that method was not available for some reason.
Inside the method call element, there may be an argument values element. Within the
argument values element, the values passed to the method as arguments are given. The
specific argument to which that each value refers is specified by the argument id reference
attribute of the argument value element. The value element inside may contain either a raw
value that contains some representation of the actual value being passed, or an abstract value,
which can refer to the identifier of a class instance.
Figure 5 shows the setA() method called on a SimpleClass object. The caller method is
unknown in this simulation so those attributes do not appear, but the static location of the
program code that the method was called has been labeled. Any other method invocations
whose call position reference attribute is the same have been called from exactly the same
point. Finally, the value 55 is being passed to the argument and shown inside a raw value
element. If an object was being passed to the method, it could have been reported using an
abstract value element. Instead of giving raw information such a memory address, an abstract
value element has attributes that reference the object using its previously announced identifier. A visualisation tool can use abstract value elements to keep track of object references
as they are passed around the program.
<event eventid="51">
<methodcall callpositionref="dp47"
classinstanceidref="dcl40" methodcallid="dmc49"
methodidref="f25" threadnum="1">
<argvalues>
<argvalue argumentidref="a24">
<value>
<rawvalue>
55
</rawvalue>
</value>
</argvalue>
</argvalues>
</methodcall>
</event>
Figure 5: PAL methodcall element.
The method call event only indicates when a method has been called, but many other
events can happen before it returns. When the method does return, a method return event
is generated. Figure 6 shows the method return of setA().
We conducted a few trials with PAL to test how it handled moderate sized implementations. We generated PAL files for some sample program executions. These executions were
of Java applications ranging from 100-1000 lines of code and made use of the JDK standard
libraries. Each PAL file was in the range of tens-of-megabytes to hundreds-of-megabytes in
size. These trials identified the weaknesses of PAL. First it combines both static and dynamic information, and second allows for the storage of the entire information set needed to
describe a specific test drive. This leads to redundancy in situations where we were storing
multiple test drives. The static information which is built on static program code is identical
when we test drive the same component multiple times. The component may also depend

<event eventid="52">
<methodreturn methodcallidref="dmc49">
<returnvalue>
<value>
<rawvalue>
0x0
</rawvalue>
</value>
</returnvalue>
</methodreturn>
</event>
Figure 6: PAL methodreturn element.
on other common components that are shared by other components likely to be test driven.
One example of this is the libraries packaged in the JDK.
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Component Trace Language (CTL)

To remove the redundant information in the PAL program traces, we decided it was necessary
to store static information relevant to a single component separately from the dynamic information relevant to a single test drive. The result was the Component Trace Language (CTL)
which is comprised of Reusable Component Descriptions (RCD, for static information) and
eXtensible Trace Executions (XTE, for dynamic information).
There are many benefits to this approach. Firstly, the files are smaller, which is beneficial
both in storage and in transportation costs. Secondly, we have separate files for each component as there are no easy ways of identifying which version of a component was contained
within a PAL file. Thirdly, there was no easy means of identifying which types comprised a
component, and which types were used by the component. The next two sections describe
RCD and XTE.

4.1

Reusable Component Descriptions (RCD)

The information included in RCD consists of the names of any included packages, and the
names of any classes within those packages. RCD can be created by analysing a component’s
compiled or source form. Figure 7 shows the test classes package and the class TestClass1.
<rcd>
<rcd:package
xmlns:rcd="http://www.mcs.vuw.ac.nz/~stuart">
<rcd:packagename>test_classes</rcd:packagename>
<rcd:class>
<rcd:classname>TestClass1</rcd:classname>
<rcd:superclassname>java.lang.Object
</rcd:superclassname>
...
</rcd>
Figure 7: RCD package and class elements.

<rcd:methods>
<rcd:constructor>
<rcd:modifiers abstract="false" access="public"
final="false" interface="false" native="false"
static="false" strictFP="false" transient="false"
volatile="false" synchronised="false"/>
</rcd:constructor>
<rcd:method>
<rcd:type>
<rcd:name>java.lang.String</rcd:name>
</rcd:type>
<rcd:modifiers abstract="false" access="public"
final="false" interface="false" native="false"
static="false" strictFP="false" transient="false"
volatile="false" synchronised="false"/>
<rcd:methodname>method1</rcd:methodname>
</rcd:method>
<rcd:method>
<rcd:type>
<rcd:name>void</rcd:name>
</rcd:type>
<rcd:modifiers abstract="false" access="public"
final="false" interface="false" native="false"
static="true" strictFP="false" transient="false"
volatile="false" synchronised="false"/>
<rcd:methodname>main</rcd:methodname>
<rcd:argument>
<rcd:argumentname>args</rcd:argumentname>
<rcd:type>
<rcd:name>java.lang.String[]</rcd:name>
</rcd:type>
</rcd:argument>
</rcd:method>
</rcd:methods>
<rcd:fields>
<rcd:field>
<rcd:type>
<rcd:name>java.lang.String</rcd:name>
</rcd:type>
<rcd:fieldname>_field</rcd:fieldname>
<rcd:modifiers abstract="false" access="private"
final="false" interface="false" native="false"
static="false" strictFP="false" transient="false"
volatile="false" synchronised="false"/>
</rcd:field>
</rcd:fields>

Figure 8: RCD method and field elements.
For each class listed we include the interface description, such as it’s place in the type
hierarchy, and the signatures of all operations and attributes. RCD also contains information
for each component, such as the component name, the component author and a natural
language description of the component’s capabilities. Figure 8 shows the method and field

elements of TestClass1.
The interface description is important because the information contained will later be
referenced by separate XTE program traces. This information will help identify different
versions of the same component, and provide some background on the components implementation and purpose. The separation of static from dynamic information gives us another
important benefit. We can describe a component before a test drive is even performed.
The benefit of this approach is that a developer does not need to immediately test drive a
component and can do the test driving at a later stage.
RCD also allows each class within a component to list its dependencies. We intend that
this be comprised of a list of other classes, both internal and external to the component,
that this class’s implementation or interface requires to be present. This can be useful to a
developer as it helps them identify what else needs to be brought in for a test drive, or for
integration into the final system.

4.2

eXtensible Trace Executions (XTE)

XTE stores test drive information from RCD. The test driven components are referenced
inside XTE, so that the relevant RCD file can be located, loaded and used in the subsequent
creation of the visualisation. Figure 9 shows the start of an XTE trace from the previous
RCD figures which includes the name of the test driver and the date the test drive was
performed. This information is useful when a test drive is to be reviewed sometime after its
initial performance.
XTE has multiple event types that are nested in an execution element and include: object
creation, method calls, method returns, field accesses, field modifications, exception throws
and catches, and security permission requests. Each event contains a thread ID providing
some support for clearly documenting multi-threaded components. Figure 10 shows the
creation of the TestClass1 object and method1() being called.
The method and object creation elements contain information to identify the class or
operation information stored in the associated RCD file. For instance, in the case of the
method call element, the name of the method, the object invoked on, and the list of parameter
types is included along with the parameter values. The combination of the method name,
and the type list is sufficient to identify the unique operation signature in a static RCD file
once the object id has been used to resolve what class the method was called on. However,
information on the exceptions throw-able by the method, or the return type associated with
the method are not stored in the method call elements within XTE. This information is stored
in the RCD file instead.
We have also added in field access and field modification elements to XTE, see figure 10.
Developers can now note when an operation is affected by the particular state of an object,
or affects the particular state of an object. This can be useful for two reasons. Firstly,
it can show when an operations behaviour may differ if the developer changes an object’s
state before that time, allowing future test drives to be guided by lessons learnt from earlier
test drives. Secondly, it can further indicate what the side-effects of particular sequences of
operations are, and how one sequence of operations may configure data that affects a later
sequence of operations.
The field access element provides information on the name of the field accessed, the
object that field is in, and the value of the field at that point in time. The field modification
element provides similar information, but includes both the old value and the new value after
modification.
Other features of XTE that are not in PAL include security permissions and exception
handling. Describing security permissions shows what resources and capabilities a component

<xte xmlns:xte="http://www.mcs.vuw.ac.nz/~stuart">
<xte:creator>alias</xte:creator>
<xte:date>Thu Jun 24 15:06:06 NZDT 2004</xte:date>
<xte:object objectid="object1">
<xte:complextype>
<xte:name>test_classes.TestClass1</xte:name>
</xte:complextype>
<xte:field>
<xte:objectvalue xte:id="object2"/>
<xte:name>_field</xte:name>
</xte:field>
</xte:object>
<xte:object objectid="object2">
<xte:complextype>
<xte:name>java.lang.String</xte:name>
</xte:complextype>
</xte:object>
<xte:object objectid="object3">
<xte:complextype>
<xte:name>java.lang.String</xte:name>
</xte:complextype>
</xte:object>
...
</xte:xte>
Figure 9: XTE starting elements.

<xte:execution>
<xte:objectcreation xte:objectid="object1">
<xte:complextype>
<xte:name>test_classes.TestClass1</xte:name>
</xte:complextype>
</xte:objectcreation>
<xte:fieldmodification xte:objectid="object1">
<xte:fieldname>_field</xte:fieldname>
<xte:oldvalue>
<xte:objectvalue xte:id="object3"/>
</xte:oldvalue>
<xte:newvalue>
<xte:objectvalue xte:id="object2"/>
</xte:newvalue>
</xte:fieldmodification>
<xte:methodreturn>
<xte:primitivevalue/>
<xte:methodname>test_classes.TestClass1
</xte:methodname>
<xte:typename>test_classes.TestClass1</xte:typename>
</xte:methodreturn>
<xte:methodcall xte:receiverid="object1"
xte:senderid="">
<xte:methodname>method1</xte:methodname>
<xte:typename>test_classes.TestClass1</xte:typename>
</xte:methodcall>
<xte:fieldaccess xte:objectid="object1">
<xte:fieldname>_field</xte:fieldname>
<xte:objectvalue xte:id="object2"/>
</xte:fieldaccess>
<xte:methodreturn>
<xte:objectvalue xte:id=""/>
<xte:methodname>method1</xte:methodname>
<xte:typename>test_classes.TestClass1</xte:typename>
</xte:methodreturn>
</xte:execution>
Figure 10: XTE execution elements.

is trying to access outside of its own implementation. A developer can then decide on whether
or not the component under inspection will be able to operate in the context needed, and
whether or not the component tries to perform actions that may compromise the security of
the system it would be integrated into. The specific information stored is the location that
the permission was requested from, a natural language description of the permission, and a
keyword identification of the permission type. Some permission types include: “read from
network”, “write to network”, “access to file”, “modify file”, and “execute program”.
Tracing exception handling shows how a system making use of the component can detect
and handle events at the boundaries of typical behaviour. A reliable and robust system
should have the ability to handle exceptional behaviour and to support recovery or error
reporting. If a developer wishes to integrate a component into such a system, they would
need some indication that the component would not break these non-functional requirements.
The list of possible exceptions that could be thrown by a particular operation is listed in the
associated RCD file.
Our testing on the size of the program traces once compressed has shown that CTL is
approximately half the size of PAL program traces when using small program traces. However
testing the scalability of the program traces for large components and long visualisations has
yet to be explored.

5

VARE Visualisation Tools

In this section we describe our VARE visualisation tools that use C++, Java, and C# components to create visualisations in Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) [31], Javascript, Python
and Tk, using PAL and CTL program trace languages.
Abstraction Tool (AT) [13] is a prototype that has been developed to extract information
from applications and present the information using PAL. AT is an implementation of an
engine from VARE. AT test drives programs written in C++, using the GNU Debugger
(GDB) [8]. It is written in the Python scripting language. The main tasks of AT are to drive
GDB, and to output PAL based on what was seen during execution. AT also uses SOAP for
remote method invocation, to allow AT to be controlled by another application. Figure 11
shows the available classes and the messages for each type which have been test driven.
Spider [11] is a prototype for exploring and documenting reusable components in a web
environment. Spider is an implementation of an engine from VARE. Figure 12 shows a test
drive of the Java Calendar component. Spider documents components with RCD and test
drive traces with XTE by interpreting information stored in a component, detecting events
in the run-time environment, and interrogating the runtime environment’s state. Spider uses
the Java Reflection [19] and Java Debugger Interface [18] technologies to extract information.
VARE.NET is a prototype to show that Microsoft technologies can enable the Internet
distribution of the test driving process. VARE.NET is an implementation of the VARE architecture. Figure 13 shows a test drive of the Microsoft.NET’s System.Windows.Forms.Form
component. The VARE.NET engine captures C# program events by using RAIL [4] to
rewrite CIL byte code into RCD and XTE program trace formats. The test drive interface is
an ASP.NET application and test driven components can be viewed remotely by using SOAP
for remote method communication.
XML Data Storage Environment (XDSE) [2] is a prototype used for storing and retrieving
PAL, RCD and XTE program traces. XDSE is an implementation of the test drive report
and visualisation repositories from VARE. Figure 14 shows a query which produces an RCD
file. The main feature of XDSE is to store PAL, RCD and XTE program traces and then
query them when required to generate a visualisation. XDSE is implemented with a native
XML database, SOAP, Apache Tomcat, and XQuery.

Figure 11: AT, along with a Javascript and SOAP interface test driving a simple C++
program.

Figure 12: Spider, a test drive of the Java Calendar component.

Figure 13: VARE.NET, remotely testing Microsoft.NET’s System.Windows.Forms.Form
component.

The program traces are filterable for extracting relevant information to create a visualisation. We query our program traces using the defacto XML query language, XQuery [29].
Sample queries include retrieving the classes in a program along with the classes methods
and fields, or all the events where an object interacts with other objects.

Figure 14: XDSE, a query which produces an RCD file.
Blur [6] is a prototype for producing SVG visualisations. Blur is an implementation of
a transformer from VARE. Blur takes a program trace as input and transforms it into an
SVG visualisation for viewing over the web. Blur is implemented as a Java Servlet running
a version of Apache Tomcat.
Figure 15 shows an SVG interactive UML class diagram from a PAL program trace
generated by Blur. When the mouse covers a piece of code in the right hand side frame, the
left hand side highlights the appropriate class or method in the UML class diagram. This is
a helpful tool for developers, because it shows where the code is located in a file, and how it
is associated with other classes in a program.
Figure 16 shows an SVG interactive UML sequence diagram generated by Blur from
dynamic information found in the same PAL program trace that we show in figure 15. The
sequence diagram is interactive and allows the user to navigate, zoom-in-out, and fold and
unfold call sequences to better understand the behaviour or interactions between the classes.
VET (Visualisation of Execution Traces) [15] is a prototype visualisation application that
lets users interact with and understand execution traces (also known as program traces).
VET follows the methodology of show all data of an execution trace, then let users filter
out unwanted data, and provide details on demand. VET uses filters so that users can
directly adjust the information being displayed by the visualisations. VET is a plugin based
architecture which allows users to design their own visualisation plugins, so that a user can
decide what to draw and when particular events occur. Users can also design their own filters.
Figure 17 shows two visualisations, the top one is a sequence diagram while the bottom
one is an association diagram. The two visualisations are synchronised at the same location
within the execution trace and also the information that is displayed. VET is a useful tool

Figure 15: Blur, an SVG interactive UML class diagram. When the mouse covers a piece
of code in the right hand side frame, the left hand side highlights the appropriate class or
method in the class diagram.

Figure 16: Blur, an SVG interactive UML sequence diagram that allows the user to navigate,
zoom-in-out, and fold and unfold call sequences.

as it can show mulitple visualisations of the same execution trace, hence developers can see
the trace from different perspectives.
VET is built using the Python scripting language and the Tk toolkit via Python’s Tkinter
module. A Python-based API is provided for VET plugins, providing abstract wrapers around
all graphical operations and exceution trace information.

Figure 17: VET displays a sequence and an association diagram of the same data from an
execution trace.
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Related Work

Many software visualisation systems exist that are dedicated to creating visualisations using
program traces, and several overviews are available [27, 5, 34, 7].
BLOOM [23, 35] is a system for understanding software through visualisation and stores
program traces in two files. One file contains the trace data in a compressed binary format.
This file consists of a series of records indicating the following types of events: entry and exit
of a method, the amount of memory allocated to an object, the amount of time an object
takes to execute, the amount of time an object waits for a resource, when an object is created
and deleted, and when memory is freed. The second file contains records describing the
classes, methods, and objects accessed in the trace. XML files are used to store the analyses
of the trace data.
Jinsight [9, 21, 22, 25] is a tool for visualising and analysing the execution of Java programs
and provides instrumentation for making trace data which is captured in a proprietary format.
The trace data is then saved to a file or sent over a network to a visualiser for live analysis.

Jinsight supports task-oriented tracing or drive-by analysis, which can trace details of a
program task selectively.
STEP [3] is a system designed to provide profiler developers with a standard method for
encoding general program trace data of Java programs. STEP uses the JVMPI and trace
information is expressed in ASCII text, while visualisations are created with Evolve [28].
There is limited support for storing the program traces which will inhibit being able to create
visualisations in the future.
JaVis [17] is a system for the debugging and visualisation of concurrent Java programs.
The first part of the system creates a trace of events that occur during execution using JDI
and the second part creates UML interaction diagram visualisations based on the trace or for
each deadlock.
Alonso and Frakes [1] have developed a model and architecture for visualising reusable
components which focuses on providing visualisations that are linked to a repository where
components are stored. Queries are submitted to the repository where upon the results are
stored in an intermediary XML file in the 3CML format. The XML files are used to create
static visualisations of a component at compile time, no dynamic visualisations are available.
All of the systems mentioned in this section predominantly focus on a selection of problems
to be solved, use similar debugging technologies to capture event information, and have some
variant of a formal specification for the program trace format. They are limited to one
programming language for the components, are not platform-independent, and do not focus
on program traces being transportable to many visualisation tools.

7

Summary

It is important for developers to understand components before they can reuse them in
another program. Software visualisations help to assist developers in understanding reusable
components by visualising the internal structure and behaviour of components. However it
is a difficult process to generate meaningful visualisations for comprehending.
In this paper we approach the problem by test driving components to store static and
dynamic information in a formal, transportable, and filterable intermediary program trace
format. We have created two XML program trace format languages. The languages, PAL
and CTL describe the static and dynamic information of C++, Java, and C# reusable
components and can be used to create visualisations at real time or in the future for a
developer to understand.
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